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We are active delivery

Best responder: 27%
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11 100%
Reactive
In vitro
test

30 volunteers
40-55
Comparative study
Expression lines
Eye contour
Image analysis
28 days

GMO free
BSE free
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panel

X50 Myocept
The Cosmetic Drone TM
for expression lines

One target: skin neurons
One mission: inhibit expression lines
Reduces calcium entry into the neuron and inhibits the formation
of the SNARE protein complex: minimizes the neuronal exocytosis
Maximum efficacy (compared to other actives) at the minimum
concentration of active ingredient
Claim substantiation: expression lines reduction
Day 0

Day 0

Day 28

Day 28

10mg powder/1000g formulation
10ml solution/1000g formulation

%
Legal status

EU
FDA
JP
KR

POWDER FORM
Code: X500031
INCI Nomenclature : LACTIC ACID/GLYCOLIC ACID COPOLYMER, PALMITOYL HEXAPEPTIDE-52, POLYVINYL ALCOHOL,
PALMITOYL HEPTAPEPTIDE-18
LIQUID SUSPENSION
Code: X500048
INCI Nomenclature: WATER (AQUA), XANTHAN GUM, LACTIC ACID/GLYCOLIC ACID COPOLYMER, PALMITOYL HEXAPEPTIDE-52,
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL, PALMITOYL HEPTAPEPTIDE-18
ADDITIVES: PHENOXYETHANOL, CAPRYLYL GLYCOL, GLYCERIN, GLYCERYL CAPRYLATE, PHENYLPROPANOL.

INFINITEC ACTIVOS S.L. - BARCELONA SCIENCE PARK - Helix Building 15-21, Baldiri Reixac 08028 BARCELONA (Spain)

www.infinitec.es

Non-guarantee: The information in this publication is given in good faith by INFINITEC by way of general guidance and for reference purposes only. The information should not be construed as granting a license to practice any methods or compositions of matter covered by patents. INFINITEC assumes no liability in relation to the
information and gives no warranty regarding the suitability of the product and/or ingredients described for a particular use. The use made of the product and/or ingredients described by the recipient and any claims or representations made by the recipient in respect of such product and/or ingredients are the responsibility of the recipient.
The recipient is solely responsible for ensuring that products marketed to consumers comply with all relevant laws and regulations.

